BADMINTON EUROPE
2017 MEMBERS’ FORUM

31ST MARCH 2017
OREA PYRAMIDA HOTEL
PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC
BADMINTON ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT AND INFORMATION SHARING PROGRAMME

BASIS
• BEC INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME

• BEC SHADOW PROGRAMME

• BEC REPRESENTATIVE VISITS

• WORLD ACADEMY OF SPORT ADMINISTRATORS COURSE

• NETWORK AND INFORMATION SHARING SESSIONS
BEC INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME

The Internship Programme provides an opportunity for MAs to send an employee or retiring (or recently retired) player from that MA to the BEC Office for a networking and learning experience.

Internship Programme duration: 1-4 months, to be agreed between BEC and the MA(s).

• BEC will offer up to 500 euro per month towards accommodation costs against actual expenditures
• BEC will also provide pocket money/allowance of 500 euro per month
• MA or Intern will cover own travel expenses to and from Denmark
BEC INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME
BEC SHADOW PROGRAMME

The Shadow Programme provides an opportunity for MAs to send an employee or retiring (or recently retired) player to BEC activities like European Championships, Coach Education/Shuttle Time Courses or the Summer School to shadow the work of key members of BEC Staff at those activities.

Internship Programme duration: 2-8 days, to be agreed between BEC and the MA(s).

- BEC will pay the flight ticket for the individual
- BEC will pay for accommodation/food for the individual during the Shadow Programme
BEC SHADOW PROGRAMME
BEC REPRESENTATIVE VISITS

The Representative Visit will be agreed between BEC and the MA and is expected to involve the sharing of information, knowledge and best practice between BEC and the MA. The Representative Visit will also be an opportunity to further develop the relationship between the MA and the BEC Office staff.

Representation Visit duration: 2-4 days, to be agreed between BEC and the MA.

- BEC will pay for flight, accommodation and allowance for the representative
- BEC will pay 500 euro to the MA to support any logistics and meals during the visit
BEC REPRESENTATIVE VISITS
WORLD ACADEMY OF SPORT ADMINISTRATORS COURSE

In cooperation with BWF a World Academy of Sport Administrators Course is being offered which gives a general introduction to elements of administrating a badminton organisation. The Administrators Course is comprised of an initial online theory course followed by a practical weekend.

Course duration: an online theory course plus a 2-3 days’ practical weekend.

• BEC will pay 300 euro towards travel expenses

• BEC will offer accommodation and food during the course
WORLD ACADEMY OF SPORT ADMINISTRATORS COURSE
NETWORK AND INFORMATION SHARING BETWEEN MA’S

The Networking and Information Sharing Sessions provide MAs the opportunity to network and share information with MAs of a similar development level and/or with common issues to resolve.

Network and Information Sharing Sessions Duration: expected to be 1-3 hours but will be determined by the MAs on agreement with BEC.

• BEC will facilitate all on-site costs in terms of meeting room hire, IT-equipment and refreshments.
• MAs will pay their own travel costs
NETWORK AND INFORMATION SHARING BETWEEN MA’S
Play, Learn and Grow... Together!